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  MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

With just a few months remaining until the 20th edition of the Journées de la culture, the flagship 
event of the Culture pour tous organization, it must be said that Culture pour tous has the wind in its 
sails. Its activities are receiving increasing recognition and its expertise is often sought after.
For example, Culture pour tous has been assigned a project in connection with Quebec’s Digital 
Culture Plan by the Quebec Department of Culture and Communications (MCC). This is a component 
of our activities that we are especially proud of because it gives us a lead role in tackling a fundamental 
challenge: the development of arts and culture through the use of digital technology. We would like 
to thank the MCC and Minister Hélène David for placing their trust in us and assigning us this major 
project.

Although the initiatives of Culture pour tous all seek to achieve a similar objective—bringing arts and 
culture into the daily lives of all individuals—they are implemented in many contexts and communities. 
To give some examples, the Passeurs de rêves cultural mentoring program is designed to help keep 
students in school, and the organization is actively involved in incorporating arts and culture into the 
workplace through the Culture in Business program, which in recent years has benefited hundreds 
of business employees, especially the employees of Bell Canada, one of our major partners.
To ensure their continued support, we wish to thank all of our partners with whom we have 
developed close working relationships that have made them, far more than providers of material 
and financial resources, true players in furthering the cause of culture in Quebec.

I congratulate the Culture pour tous team and the Board of Directors for their full commitment and 
dedication to this cause which is very dear to us.

I am especially pleased to be part of this vast movement of people striving to democratize arts and 
culture in Quebec.

Éric Gosselin

Photo: Marie-Reine Mattera

A SINGLE ADDRESS: 
CULTUREPOURTOUS.CA

Culture pour tous has developed and produced, 
through Bell, a brand new website that was 
brought on line in September. This much more 
dynamic website, designed by iXmédia, reflects 
the organization’s mission, displays the colours 
of its new logo and highlights its projects. It can 
be updated more easily and was developed in 
accordance with our main target audiences and 
clienteles: cultural professionals, the business 
and educational communities and the general 
public. 

Web surfers will find it easier to navigate and 
search for information on the user friendly, 
revamped website.

  MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

A year of major developments and renewal

In 2014–2015, we saw exciting major developments. Indeed, it should be said that being asked 
to collaborate in the implementation of Quebec’s Digital Culture Plan was a highly motivating and 
energizing project for Culture pour tous.

We developed a game plan whose objective, obviously, is to increase public participation in Quebec 
cultural activities through the use of digital technology. Since our mandate is to provide support for 
highly innovative projects in their incubation phase, we have set up the Culture Lab, a virtual tool 
used to select the best ideas and provide funding for them. As soon as the first call for projects 
was issued and in less than a month, we received 180 proposals from across Quebec. It is a clear 
indication of the excitement and keen interest generated by the issue of digital technology in the 
cultural domain.

We also wanted to introduce something new to the Journées de la culture by highlighting an artistic 
field. As a result, the artistic field featured in the 19th edition of the Journées de la culture was 
cinema. Our gamble paid off because, to our great delight, more than 300 organizations took up 
the challenge and paid tribute to the art of cinema. In collaboration with dozen of partners in the 
cinematography community, we also played the role of producers by putting on a series of special 
activities highlighting the work done behind the scenes, occupations in filmmaking and the talented 
work of the creative people involved in Quebec cinema. Staying true to the formula, we will highlight 
another artistic field during the 20th anniversary of the Journées de la culture; this time the spotlight 
will be on music!

From a financial perspective, prudent spending was the watchword in 2014–2015. We succeeded in 
maintaining a balanced budget despite limited resources. We do not seek sympathy for our scarce 
resources, as we know that other organizations face similar challenges. Nonetheless, if we succeed 
in stabilizing and increasing our revenue over the long term, we will be able to devote more energy 
to achieving our mission. That is the goal that we hope to achieve in the coming year, as we celebrate 
with you the 20th anniversary of the Journées de la culture in the fall of 2016.

In closing, I would like to thank all those who give us financial support, as well as the dedicated and 
enthusiastic members of the Board of Directors and the Culture pour tous team. Without you,
nothing would be possible!

Louise Sicuro, C.M.

http://culturepourtous.ca
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5 AMBASSADORS

Discovering Pablo Neruda – Exhibition on the life
of the Chilean poet and writer 

Photo: Laurent Dansereau

Every year, starting on the last Friday of September 
and for the following two days, arts and culture 
are the central theme of this large scale public 
celebration across Quebec. People of all ages and 
from all walks of life, and from every community 
and region are invited to participate in nearly 3,000 
admission free interactive activities in every artistic 
field.

The Journées de la culture would not be possible 
without the artists and cultural workers and 
organizations involved in the programming. 
We would like to thank them as well as our key 
partners: Quebec Department of Culture and 
Communications, Hydro-Québec, Sun Life Financial, 
La Coop fédérée and Bell Media.

JOURNÉES  
DE LA CULTURE
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HIGHLIGHTS

  COMMUNICATIONS

• For a second consecutive year, the On reçoit  
 de la grande visite advertising  campaign 
 created by the DentsuBos agency was
 disseminated at no charge by Bell Media 
 owned communications services (radio   
 stations, Facebook, websites, billboards, etc.);

• Launch held at the Rialto Theatre in   
 Montreal on September 9 with nearly 200  
 people in attendance;

• Launch held at the Palais Montcalm in 
 Quebec City on September 22 with the   
 Honourable Hélène David, Minister of   
 Culture and Communications and Minister 
 responsible for the Protection and   
 Promotion of the French Language in   
 attendance;

• A brand new, more user friendly, better   
 performing and more effective website   
 designed by HPJ: journeesdelaculture.qc.ca;

• More than 20,000 subscribers to the   
 Journées de la culture social networks, an  
 increase of nearly 26%;

• On Twitter, the hashtag #Jdelaculture is #1  
 in Montreal and Quebec City on 
 September 27;

• More than 48 interviews broadcast   
 on radio and television and published   
 in newspapers, as well as 100s of articles  
 published in daily and weekly newspapers  
 (print and digital);

• Campaign promoting micro videos   
 produced by the organizers;

• Production of a 24-page promotional   
 brochure for Montreal, including   
 the special cinema program and digital   
 component published in and distributed  
 for the most part in the Métro newspaper;

• Programming published in advertisements 
 carried in 73 weekly newspapers and on 
 specially designed Web banners 
 disseminated by TC media-owned
 communications services.

  PROGRAM 

• 238,233 participants;

• 1,341 organizers, 83% of  
 whom say that their   
 participation in the Journées  
 de la culture generates   
 positive spinoffs;

• 2,928 activities in 406 cities,  
 towns and villages in 16  
 Quebec regions;

• Creation of new networks  
 to encourage twinning   
 arrangements and enhance  
 the quality of and expand  
 the range of activities;

• Cinema was the theme for  
 10% of the programming;

• In Montreal, a special   
 program highlighted   
 occupations in filmmaking  
 (see P. 6);

• In the regions, many   
 workshops about   
 occupations in filmmaking  
 were given by filmmaking  
 industry professionals;

• A new digital component:
 30 activities including a  
 hackathon in Montreal and  
 Quebec City;

• Five ambassadors:
 Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette,
 Jean-Carl Boucher,
 Marie-Joanne Boucher,
 Pierre Brassard and
 Claude Deschênes;

• 18 more associations of  
 municipalities proclaim
 the last Friday of September  
 and the two days thereafter  
 to be Journées de la culture,  
  for a total of 555   
 municipalities that have  
 joined the movement.

2,928 ACTIVITIES IN
406 CITIES, TOWNS AND 
VILLAGES IN 
16 QUEBEC REGIONS
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SPOTLIGHT ON CINEMA

  #MOMENTSLACOOP 

A brand new niche area of activities 
intended for the next generation 
and provided by La Coop fédérée:
55 activities in 14 regions.

  ACTIVITIES FOR FAMILIES
  SUN LIFE FINANCIAL
 
Returning for a third consecutive 
year with a special program of 100 
activities for families in Quebec’s 16 
regions.

To celebrate cinema and raise awareness of artistic people 
involved in cinema, occupations in filmmaking and great 
works created in the cinema field, we encouraged the 
organizers of the Journées de la culture to use the cinema 
theme for inspiration. Mission accomplished!

  ACTIVITIES IN THE SPECIAL PROGRAM 
  IN MONTREAL

• Leçon de cinema – Director Guy Édoin presented his film Ville-Marie

• Silence ! On tourne… pour vrai ! – Reconstruction of the set
for the film Gabrielle by Louise Archambault and her team

• Paul à l’écran – The challenges of script development according 
to Michel Rabagliati

• Le jeu devant la caméra – Workshop given by actress Geneviève 
Rioux

• Leçon de cinema – Informal discussion with Anaïs Barbeau-
Lavalette

• Cinema de quartier – Screening of four unreleased short films
on a wall in the Quartier des spectacles

• Screening of Félix et Meira with commentary by director 
Maxime Giroux

• Musical improvisations of excerpts from films by the Wonder 
Trois-Quatre group

• Wapikoni: Identité et revendication – Screening of short films 
and discussion

  FUNDING PARTNERS 

We would like to thank the following: Société de 
développement des entreprises culturelles (SODEC); Fonds 
des talents; Conseil des arts de Montréal; Quartier des 
spectacles Partnership; Alliance québécoise des techniciens 
de l'image et du son (AQTIS); Association des Réalisateurs 
et Réalisatrices du Québec (ARRQ); Phi Centre; Cinéma 
Beaubien; Cinémathèque québécoise; Cinépool; Excentris; 
Festival du nouveau cinéma; Lozeau; National Film Board 
(NFB); Société des auteurs de radio, télévision et cinéma 
(SARTEC); Société professionnelle des auteurs et des 
compositeurs du Québec (SPACQ), Université du Québec à 
Montréal (UQAM);  and Wapikoni Mobile. 

1. Leçon de cinéma – Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette; 2. Le jeu devant la caméra – Geneviève Rioux; 3. Paul à l’écran – Michel Rabagliati; 4. Silence ! On tourne… pour vrai ! – Louise Archambault
and her team; Photos: Laurent Dansereau

1 2

3 4
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5. Hackathon des Journées de la culture – Montreal; Photo: Laurent Dansereau; 6. Recycler réutiliser – L’Atelier du Pic-Bois (Recycle), Le Chat des artistes; Photo: Laurent Dansereau; 
7. Espace libre habite un quartier – Discovery tour; Photo: Laurent Dansereau; 8. Gifoscopes – Montreal International Documentary Festival; Photo: Laurent Dansereau; 9. Le Temps nous 
- Présence artistique; Photo: Nathalie Levasseur; 10.  À contre-courant: un hommage à Interaction Qui; Photo: Collectif La Corvée 11. Rencontre – Vernissage and book launch; Photo: 
Ville de Malartic; 12. Projections de courts métrages – La Fabrique culturelle de Télé-Québec; Photo: Julien Leblanc 13. La danse s’endimanche – Promenade vague: Photo: Ville de Joliette
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JOURNÉES DE LA CULTURE
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In the fall of 2014, the Quebec Department of 
Culture and Communications (MCC) launched 
Quebec’s Digital Culture Plan, consisting of 51 
measures to ensure the vitality of Quebec culture.
The MCC assigned Culture pour tous the following 
tasks:

1. Set up a mechanism to provide assistance
for the establishment of innovative cultural services;

2. Develop the new digital component of the 
Journées de la culture; and

3. Coordinate and host a forum for the sharing 
of ideas relative to the expanding use of digital 
technology in cultural applications.

We used our discussions and constructive meetings 
as guide in drawing up a detailed action plan for 
implementing these three measures.

2. DIGITAL COMPONENT
OF THE JOURNÉES 
DE LA CULTURE

The centrepiece of this 
new component, the first 
Hackathon des Journées 
de la culture, was held 
simultaneously in Montreal 
and Quebec City. During this 
three day marathon, culture 
buffs, technology enthusiasts 
and people with a keen 
interest in programming, 
design and marketing held 
brainstorming sessions and 
pooled their ideas to find new 
ways to make Quebec culture
accessible through the use of 
digital technology:

- 90 participants and observers  
 registered for the Hackathon;

- A $2,000 scholarship and 
 access to the Culture 
 Lab were awarded for the  
 development of the two   
 winning projects: In Montreal:  
 Le Sorteur, an app for sorting  
 cultural activities according to  
 user interests and
 geographic location; In 
 Quebec City: Québec 
 enchanté, a network of   
 connected objects
 that interact with cell phones
 and provide information on
 Quebec City culture and  
 history.

About 30 other activities
were held across Quebec
as part of the digital component
of the Journées de la culture, 
including the following: a workshop 
introducing participants to the 
National Film Board’s interactive 
works; an interactive exhibition on 
virtual reality at the Phi Centre in 
Montreal; workshops on creative 
activities performed on tablets 
and iPhones held in various 
municipalities, and an architectural 
projection activity in Matane.

1. CREATION
OF THE CULTURE 
LAB

Using the start up business 
ecosystem as a model, Culture 
pour tous created its own 
incubator, the Culture Lab, 
which receives proposals 
for and provides support 
for innovative projects that 
allow the public to access and 
participate in Quebec arts and 
culture activities using digital 
technology.

- The launch was held in March  
 during  the Web à Québec  
 event with the Honourable  
 Hélène David, Minister of   
 Culture and Communications
 and Minister responsible for  
 the Protection and Promotion  
 of the French Language and  
 nearly 1,000 digital sector   
 players in attendance.

- Following a call for projects,  
 no fewer than 180 proposals  
 were submitted.

- Of this number, we provided  
 funding and coaching to help  
 with the development of five  
 projects: Ville en mouvement,  
 an activity where local people  
 participate in the design of a  
 neighbourhood; Hive + Dive, a  
 cultural incubator project;
 Re-Remix, a platform for 
 experimenting with new  
 business models in terms of  
 financing and copyright;
 Re-Writings, a study of the 
 impact of interactive works  
 on audiences; and Territoire  
 augmenté, an augmented
 historical reality app   
 presented by Sporobole.

- In addition, several other 
 projects were  developed  
 through our contacts  with  
 partners and collaborators
 in our expanded network.

QUEBEC’S

DIGITAL 
CULTURE PLAN

CULTURE IN  

BUSINESS
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The collaboration between Bell and Culture pour tous continued into its third year 
with a third special project spanning a three year period. The company wanted to 
install an artwork in its facilities, specifically in the inner courtyard of its Nuns’ Island 
campus.

• April 2015: Culture pour tous issued a call to artists working in the areas of  
 sculpture, design, digital arts or architecture; 

• Selection criteria: Use of recycled materials; incorporation of coloured glass  
 insulators; harmony with the physical environment; and presence and   
 movements of employees taken into account;

•  Seven artists responded to the call;

• The Les Grandes Herbes project by artist Zoé Lavigne was selected;

• Consisting of 162 aluminum tubes topped with 120 glass insulators, this   
 sculpture serves as a meeting place and invites people strolling by to stop briefly  
 for a quiet break;

• The installation was officially unveiled on October 8, 2015.

  ARTIST’S PROPOSAL

“The proposed work will be a metaphor for the 
thickets of tall grasses that one finds on rough 
lands and along the roads. I was inspired by 
the electrical insulators as basic elements and 
imagined them as buds at the ends of long 
plant stems. [. . .] With the changing seasons 
and weather, the work will always be vibrant 
as it reflects the light, glistens in the rain and 
sways with the wind. Some of the tall grasses 
will be fashioned to emit natural sounds, such 
as the sounds of flutes or wind carrousels.”
 - Zoé Lavigne, artist

“Zoé has created a modern work that 
incorporates our history and symbolizes 
the flexibility that we need to demonstrate 
today and in the future. [This sculpture] will 
harmonize perfectly with our spectacular site 
on the banks of the St. Lawrence River.”
 - Martine Turcotte, Vice-Chair,

Québec, Bell Canada

3. DEVELOPMENT
OF AN IDEA-SHARING 
FORUM
 

On the Web, we created the Bac 
à idées, an idea and feedback 
sharing forum to which the 
public, creative people and digital 
specialists are invited to share and 
discuss ideas and express their 
opinions on issues associated 
with the growing use of digital 
technology in the cultural domain 
in and outside Quebec. 

In addition to the forum on the 
Web, we actively participated in 
various exchanges, including:

- a presentation on two Culture  
 Lab projects at Montreal Digital
 Spring and at Composite,   
 a digital creativity forum, in  
 Montreal;

- participation with other major 
 Quebec Digital Culture Plan  
 (QDCP) players, such as the  
 Société de développement des 
 entreprises culturelles  (SODEC)  
 and the Conseil des arts et  
 des lettres du Québec (CALQ),  
 at the MUTEK_IMG round table 
 discussion held at the Phi   
 Centre in October 2015;

- Participation in the panel 
 discussion on new funding  
 models held during the   
 Cultures, Sociétés et Numérique  
 international symposium   
 held at  the Centre d’études sur  
 l’intégration et la mondialisation  
 at the Université du Québec à  
 Montréal (UQAM).

 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
 SERVING CULTURE!
 
 
 labculturel.ca 
 Twitter : @LabCulturel 
 Facebook.com/labculturel

  PROJECT SPINOFFS

• The project will help put  
 culture at the centre of   
 employees’ lives;

• The work reflects the   
    company’s history and   
 values;

• The Les Grandes Herbes   
 installation provides   
 employees and visitors with  
 a meaningful and inspiring  
 sensory experience.

Hackathon des Journées de la culture – Montreal
Photo: Laurent Dansereau

http://labculturel.ca
http://@LabCulturel
http://Facebook.com/labculturel
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  REGIONAL CULTURAL MEDIATION
  INNOVATION GROUPS (RCMIGS) 

With the support of the Department of Canadian Heritage and the J.W. 
McConnell Family Foundation, we launched the three year project to 
establish regional cultural mediation centres in seven Quebec regions.

Our work, which focuses on key activities, such as training, action 
research, dissemination, and assistance for the start ups of local 
initiatives, has helped people adopt more professional practices 
and brought many partners on side so that cultural mediation is 
incorporated into regional cultural development agreements.

  CULTURAL MEDIATION IN DEVELOPMENT

After three years, the objectives we set for ourselves have been 
achieved. Although the collaborative activities and development 
work took longer than planned, we concluded seven partnership 
agreements. Nonetheless, the project was adversely affected by the 
shakeup of regional governance, and several regional development 
agreements were cancelled when the Conférences régionales des 
élus (CRÉ) were abolished. Notwithstanding, we signed smaller scale 
agreements with regional county municipalities (MRCs) and with cities 
and associations of municipalities in three  regions.

This year, throughout Quebec, we organized study days, training and 
working sessions, including three inter-regional meetings in Longueuil, 
Trois-Rivières and Quebec City. In addition to the sharing of knowledge 
and expertise, these activities provided opportunities to discuss 
and assess regional cultural development, look at the prospects for 
consolidating a network of practitioners, and find ways to establish the 
RCMIGs over the long term.

1. Meeting of RCMIG network representatives
 in Longueuil in December 2014 

Photo: Michel Lefebvre
2. Cultural mediation study and discussion day,

Saguenay-Lac-St-Jean, November 2014
Photo: Eva Quintas

  RESEARCH PARTNERSHIP

In 2015, in collaboration with the Community Services component 
of the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) and the Territoires 
innovants en économie sociale et solidaire – Liaison et transfert 
(TIESS), Culture pour tous set up a research partnership to review and 
understand the processes involved in establishing regional cultural 
mediation centres. The long term sustainability of the regional cultural 
mediation innovation groups is a major challenge for players in the 
areas concerned. The long term sustainability approach opens up new 
opportunities to affirm that cultural projects are worthwhile activities 
serving as linkages for local development. Participants in this research 
project, headed by UQAM professor Martin Lussier, will identify and 
assess the organizational dynamics at play and develop mobilization 
tools based on a review of practices.

  NEW COLLEGE-LEVEL TRAINING

Culture pour tous is proud to have helped set up a cultural mediation 
course to be given in the spring of 2016. Students graduating from 
the 330 hour training program, made possible through a unique 
partnership involving the Continuing Education Department of the 
Cégep de Saint Laurent, Culture pour tous, Agora de la danse, La danse 
sur les routes du Québec, Compétence Culture, the Conseil des arts 
de Montréal and Accès culture Montréal, will receive an Attestation 
of College Studies (AEC). The objective of this program intended for 
artists and cultural workers is to expand the presence of arts and 
culture within the social fabric and make more cultural mediation 
initiatives available to the public.

REGIONAL CULTURAL
MEDIATION GROUPS

1. SAGUENAY–LAC-SAINT-JEAN (SLSJ)
 Coordination: Conseil régional de la culture

2. VALLÉE-DU-HAUT-SAINT-LAURENT  
 (VHSL, Montérégie West)
 Coordination: Quebec Department of   
 Culture and Communications

3. OUTAOUAIS 
 Coordination: Conseil régional de la culture

4. MAURICIE 
 Coordination: Cities of Trois-Rivières 
 La Tuque and Shawinigan

5. LAURENTIDES
 Coordination: MRC des Laurentides

6. CÔTE-NORD 
 Coordination: MRC de la Côte-Nord

7. AGGLOMÉRATION DE LONGUEUIL
 Coordination: Bureau de la culture  
 de la Ville de Longueuil

When projects are implemented, evaluations 
are a strategic priority, given the number 
of participating partners, the wide range of 
expectations and the relatively innovative 
character of the activities. The evaluation 
process should be incorporated early on in 
the planning phase as an accompaniment 
tool and carried out continuously.

The Guide To and the Toolbox for evaluating 
projects are included with three other 
publications that can be downloaded from the 
culturepourtous.ca website. 

PUBLICATIONS

CULTURAL  
MEDIATION

1

2

  CULTURAL MEDIATION 
  RESEARCH GROUP (CMRG)

Set up in 2006, the Group includes 25 people, 
including teachers, researchers and cultural 
workers in the Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean, 
Montérégie, Mauricie, Outaouais and Montreal 
regions.

http://culturepourtous.ca
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1. Agora éphémère
2. Maxime and her mentor, photographer Marie-Claude Plasse

3. Daniel learned a lot from his mentor, 
caricaturist Marc Beaudet

4. The Fabrique à chansons (song factory) 
at Polyvalente Le Carrefour

PASSEURS DE RÊVES 
PROGRAM

Chantal Lesage and Marie-Pier Lanthier, 
teachers responsible for the project, and

Hélène Dufresne, member of the 
Culture pour tous Board of Directors.

Photo: Louise Leblanc, MEESR

Arts and culture are an essential 
component in the development of young 
people. Everyone benefits when talent, 
creativity and the enthusiasm of artists, 
students and their teachers are brought 
together. 

For a third consecutive year, Culture 
pour tous presented one of five Essor 
recognition awards, established by the 
Quebec Department of Education, Higher 
Learning and Research (MEESR). 

This monetary award is presented for a 
project launched during the Journées de la 
culture and developed during the school 
year.

• School receiving the award: Sacré-Coeur,  
 Commission scolaire de Rouyn-Noranda

• Cultural partners: Véronique Doucet,  
 Valéry Hamelin, Karine Hébert and Katia  Martel

• Project: Passeurs culturels dans mon école,   
 mon milieu de vie et ma communauté

• Scholarship of $5,000: $3,000 for the
 partners and $2,000 for the school

ESSOR RECOGNITION 
AWARD

ESSOR AWARD
PRESENTED BY CULTURE 
POUR TOUS

The Carnet de la culture is an initiation booklet, an activities album, a 
learning tool and a logbook in which young people can record their 
thoughts and what they have discovered. Since 2004, pupils in the 
second cycle of elementary school have had copies of the Carnet de la 
culture with them as they make their cultural discoveries. 

Printed copies are distributed in schools that request them, and they 
can be downloaded for free, in black and white or in colour, from the 
Culture pour tous website. The Carnet is supplemented by the Guide 
de l’enseignant (teacher’s guide), which is full of information and ideas.

At the invitation of Culture Montréal, Culture pour tous helped to 
prepare and put on the forum entitled La culture, mon avenir: Forum 
Montréalais sur la citoyenneté culturelle des jeunes, held on April 20, 
2015 at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. During this forum on the 
“cultural citizenship of young people”.

Louise Sicuro gave a presentation on the Carnet de la culture 
and L’Agora éphémère, a sculptural installation developed by 
Gilles Bissonnet for the Passeurs de rêves program and used as a 
decorative element.de décor.

CARNET 
DE LA CULTURE

Professional artists and cultural workers pair up in dyads with Secondary 3 
students and share a bit of their knowledge and a great deal of their passion 
for their artistic field with young people who lack motivation or are at risk of 
dropping out of school. The students are invited to spend a few hours behind 
the scenes to learn the basics of an occupation. It is a gratifying experience 
for both the mentors and the mentees.

This year, once again, nearly 20 young people in Secondary 3 spent time in one 
to one sessions with professional artists and cultural workers to learn a bit more 
about artistic fields that interest them, such as caricature drawing, photography, 
music, theatre and cinema. For some of them, the experience opened up new 
vistas.

  NEW GROUP ACTIVITIES

With strong support from the Quebec Department of Education, Higher Learning 
and Research (MEESR) and funding from the National Bank, the TD Bank Group 
and Power Corporation of Canada, the organizers of Passeurs de rêves also set 
up a series of group activities. The activities, put on by artists in the classroom 
over three periods, promote greater involvement by young people and teachers.

In six group projects, the student participants created slam poetry, composed 
and performed songs, and knitted graffiti patchwork artwork.

2 3 4
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 CHARLES- 
 BIDDLE
 AWARD
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The Honourable Kathleen Weil, Minister of 
Immigration, Diversity and Inclusion, 
with AngeLo Cadet, Rabii Rammal 
(SQRI spokesperson) and Louise Sicuro
Photo: Alexandre Racine

  REPORT ON THE 2015 AWARD PROCESS

• 32 nominations received from six regions in   
 Quebec;

• Award: A $2,000 scholarship and a bronze and 
 granite sculpture created by artist Danielle   
 Thibault;

• Award presented by the Honourable Kathleen   
 Weil, Quebec Minister of Immigration, Diversity   
 and Inclusion (MIDI), on October 2, 2015 during the  
 launch of the Semaine québécoise des rencontres
 interculturelles (SQRI);

• Award recipient: Multidisciplinary artist AngeLo Cadet.

  ANGELO CADET 

AngeLo Cadet has a Bachelor’s 
degree in dramatic arts from 
the Université du Québec à 
Montreal and has worked for 
nearly 30 years in media and 
cultural activities. By turns 
an actor, moderator, writer, 
columnist, designer, producer, 
artistic director and stage 
director, he has overseen 
many projects and taken up 
countless challenges. One 
of these challenges was his 
appointment in June 2015 
to the position of Academic 
Director at the Conservatoire 
Lassalle. He also oversees 
artistic development at the 
Nectar web design firm.

In 2011, the Quebec Department of Immigration 
and Cultural Communities (MICC) assigned 
Culture pour tous the task of managing the 
process of selecting recipients of the prestigious 
Charles Biddle Award, which highlights the 
exceptional contribution of an individual who 
immigrated to Quebec and whose personal or 
professional engagement is contributing or has 
contributed to Quebec's cultural and artistic 
development on the national or international 
scene. 

  MAJOR PARTNERS

Quebec Department of Culture and 
Communications
Quebec Department of Education, 
Higher Learning and Research
Canadian Heritage

Bell Media
Hydro-Québec
La Coop fédérée
Sun Life Financial

  PARTNERS 

AQTIS
Association des réalisateurs et réalisatrices  
du Québec
Bell
Caisse populaire Desjardins du Mont-Royal
Canada's Art Bank
Centrale des syndicats du Québec 
Cinéma Beaubien
Cinémathèque québécoise
Cinepool
Confédération des syndicats nationaux
Conseil des arts de Montréal
Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec
Culture Montréal
DentsuBos
Excentris
Festival du nouveau cinéma
Fonds des talents 

Graphiques M & H
HPJ
iXmédia
Journal Métro
La Fabrique culturelle de Télé-Québec
La Majeure
Location Jean Légaré
Lozeau
Luna Design 
National Film Board of Canada
National Theatre School of Canada
Phi Centre
Quartier des spectacles Partnership
Quebec Department of Immigration and 
Cultural Communities
RBC Royal Bank
SARTEC
SODEC
SPACQ
TC Media
Téléfilm Canada
TIESS (Territoires innovants en économie  
sociale et solidaire)
UQAM - Service aux collectivités
Ville de Montréal
Wapikoni

MAJOR DONOR
J.W. McConnell Family Foundation

DONOR
Burrowes Courtiers d'assurances 
National Bank of Canada  
Power Corporation of Canada
TD Bank Group

PARTNERS
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS  

AND THE TEAM

President: 
Éric Gosselin, solicitor, McCarthy Tétrault

Vice-President:
Rachel Martinez, Certified Translator and writer

President and Chief Executive Officer: 
Louise Sicuro, C.M., Culture pour tous

Treasurer:
Claude Godon, CEO, Æquo

Board members:
Ugo Dionne, owner, Versalys
Céline Lacerte-Lamontagne, solicitor
Fabrice Vil, cofounder and President, Pour 3 Points

  THE TEAM

Louise Sicuro, C.M., President and Chief Executive 
Officer 
Brigitte Melançon, Director of Communications
Isabelle Tanguay, Project Leader, Education and 
Website Management
Joëlle Spérano, Project Leader, Journées de la 
culture
Marika Laforest, Project Leader, Quebec’s Digital 
Culture Plan
Sarah-Katherine Lutz, Coordinator, Passeurs de 
rêves Program
Lény Roffalet, Communications Coordinator, 
Journées de la culture 
Victoria Drumi-Grudco, Production Assistant 
Emmanuelle Brault, Production Assistant and 
Social Networks

  COLLABORATORS

Lucie Lallemand, Administration 
Regional Development Officers:
Catherine Arsenault, Geneviève Aubry,
Marie-Michèle Barrette, Jacques Bérubé,
Marie Bujold, Suzanne Ferland, Edith Jolicoeur,
Émilie Joly, Jacques-André Pérusse, Michèle Pinard,
Stéphanie Poisson and Bianka Robitaille
Caroline Masse, Team Leader, Special Cinema 
Program, Journées de la culture 
Émilie Laforest, Coordinator, Special Cinema 
Program, Journées de la culture  
Nancie Giroud, Project Leader, 1001 activities 
pour la rentrée  
Eva Quintas , Project Leader, Cultural Mediation 
and Regions
Diane Jeannotte, Media Relations Officer 
Communications 
iXmédia et HPJ, Website development
Infores - Redouane Benmokhtar, IT support

Laetitia Daines, Communications volunteer
Journées de la culture volunteers: 
Lisette Abadie, Talar Agopian, Marie-Philippe Banville, 
Antoine Beaupré, Chantal Beauregard,  
Jessica Blain-Descormiers, Maxime Boudreau, 
Ariane Carpentier, Vanessa Carrière, Nicolas Charest, 
Laura Clerc, Laetitia Daines, Lyne Desaulniers, 
Marc-André Ferland, Julie Ferré, Nicolas Franke, 
Anne-Marie Gagnon, Justine Gagnon, Chloé Garcia, 
Marie-Élaine Gervais, Sébastien Halil, Malwine Klagba, 
Adeline Krieger, Mélissa Le Royer, David Marcone, 
Marina Mathieu, Thérèse Nadeau, Yasmine Ouellet, 
Jacques Penel, Oussama Rekik, Carolane Robitaille, 
Adrien Rochaix, Hélène Santoni, Thania St-Jean, 
Zoé Toussaint, Angie Triantafillou.
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Montreal, Quebec  H2T 2C8
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